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Abstract. Like the main input way to introduce information in the
majority mobile devices nowadays is the screen, it is the main source
where a malware could get private information. A keylogger, in this way
could obtain private information. Researches of this type of malware until
this moment are focused on the Android architecture application layer,
leaving aside the other layers, so a keylogger could also be implemented
in another layer and only use the application layer like the insertion
method. An analysis of the data flow when a key is pressed on the screen
is presented, from the system call by an interruption caused by hardware,
the methods involved in this flow and possible generated logs and related
files, performing an experimentation procedure to extract information
about the keys pressed in order to determine which points can be used
to get private information without the necessity of implement a third-
party keyboard.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays the first option to input information to some mobile device is the
screen of the device, so it is the first alternative in order to get private infor-
mation. Android allows install third-party keyboards, this being something that
can be harmful to the user since it can compromise user privacy [1–3]. There
are many third-party keyboards that seem to be a simply keyboard with a bet-
ter design or with extra features, but these could be extracting all information
entered from the screen by the user [1].

A keylogger is a software able to record the keys pressed in one system. In
mobile devices the key pressed is a virtual key, for that some authors call the
keyloggers for the mobile devices as touchloggers. In some cases the keyloggers
are used as a legitimate personal or professional IT monitoring tool, but in
many cases are used to capture sensitive information, like passwords or financial
information, which is then sent to third parties for criminal exploitation [4].
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The research of the keyloggers in the desktop systems is wide but in the
mobile systems is the opposite. So that in the Android system it still continues
without has a deep exploration. In general the researches studied how a keylogger
is implemented in Android, but in all the cases is about a third-party keyboard
installed in the system leaving to one side that can be possible that a keylogger
can be implemented in some of the other three layers architecture of Android
and just use the application layer as the insertion way to the system, an example
of insertion can be a Trojan that of course it not be a keyboard. These researches
make a Play Store Keyboards analysis for determine possibles keyloggers, also
show the permissions requested by the Android keyloggers and the facility to
store the keys pressed in some file and then send the file to some server. As well
the researches give recommendations in order to make people aware in how they
can avoid this kind of mobiles devices threats [1–3,5].

This work presents an Android keyboard data flow analysis with an exper-
imentation procedure for determine which points can be used by the malware
developer for implement a keylogger without the necessity of implement a third-
party keyboard.

This article is organized as follow: Sect. 2 describes the research work related
to the study of a keylogger on Android. Section 3 describes the problem state-
ment. Section 4 describes the analysis done and the results obtained. And finally
the Sect. 5 are conclusions and future work.

2 Related Works

As we mention in one paragraph above, much remains to be studied to the Key-
loggers in the field of mobile operating systems. In [1–3] carry out a study of
keyboards available in the Play Store to determine the number of possible key-
loggers, the amount of requested permissions and permission types are taken
into account, so these analysis are performed on the Android architecture appli-
cation layer. About 80% requests Internet permission and writing memory per-
mission. In [2] perform certain questions to mobile application developers. Why
ask Internet permission to develop a third-party keyboard, was one of them and
the answer was that may be necessary updates, so not because a third-party key-
board asks Internet permission means to be a keylogger, although with a possible
potential to be. In [1] a study is done with the Wireshark traffic tool in the net-
work to determine which keyboards requesting Internet permission are actually
extracting information, the result was that 7.9% of the applications analyzed
(11 of 139) caused network traffic when an email and password were written,
although it is mentioned that the other applications could be time bombs and
therefore at that time these did not show network traffic.

In [1,2,5] is demonstrated the ease of obtain information through installing
a malicious third-party keyboard malicious, storing and sending information to
an external server, building a keylogger, to study what types of permits require,
what methods at application level are needed to develop the keyboard and so
on. All of these researches are focused on the application layer of the android
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architecture, but can be a possibility that a keylogger is being implemented in
some of the others architecture layers.

In [6] make a record of all the mobile device touch logs with a software
for realice a characterization between the device and the user, they use the file
/dev/input/eventX as the way to get the logs.

In [7] studies the iOS data flow for a benign touchlogger and malign touchlog-
ger, making a private and public framework hooking related with the iOS key-
board. The benign part is for to know if the mobile device is been using by the
owner. However about the malign part is for get private information, with their
method they can get the event type and the touch coordinates, so when a specific
app is open the tool register the touches for relate them with the keys pressed
known the coordinates and the position of the mobile device.

3 Problem Statement

As any input device, the response to an interruption made from the hardware
has a flow, which passes through different stages to reach to the application that
corresponds the request, so at some stage might exist some vulnerability that
can be exploited if it exist, and use it in order to get private user information.

Therefore, a keylogger can be implemented not as a third-party keyboard,
that is not directly in the Android application layer, since it could obtain infor-
mation through some vulnerable point in the flow of data when any virtual key
is pressed.

We make an analysis of the processes and files related with the touch-
screen studying the touchscreen data flow when a user press the screen until
the information reaches the application performing an exploratory experimen-
tation methodology to extract information about the keys pressed in order to
determine which points can be used by the malware developer for implement a
keylogger without the necessity of implement a third-party keyboard, so as to
get private information. This information can be useful for characterization and
a detection mechanism.

4 Touch Screen’s Data Flow

In [8] mention a summary of the processes in the Android touchscreen, the Fig. 1
shows the data flow. First “EventHub” reads the raw events from the “evdev”
driver. After “InputReader” consumes raw events and updates internal processes
statements about the position and other characteristics of each tool. Also it
maintains the states of the buttons. If a physical or virtual key is pressed, “Inpu-
tReader” notifies to “InputDispatcher”, also “InputReader” determines whether
the touch was made within the limits of the screen and if necessary it notifies to
“InputDispatcher”. “InputDispatcher” uses to WindowsManagerPolicy, to deter-
mine whether the event should be attended. Then “InputDispatcher” releases
the event to the appropriate application which is in the application layer.
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Fig. 1. Data flow when the touch screen is pressed.

For search points where is possible get data about the touchscreen flow is
necessary explore the system. Considering the exploratory part is required have
full access to the system, and have a native system without unnecessary modi-
fications. For the above the device used is a LG - Nexus 5.

As the driver is the first point where the data of the touchscreen flow pass,
this is the start for the exploratory methodology, for analyze its source code and
experiment with it and determine if here a malware developer can get informa-
tion about the keys pressed. As the Android system can be in different brand
devices with different I/O devices the Android kernel have different drivers files
corresponding to different I/O devices, so is mandatory know the driver which
the system is using. Due the driver is loaded like a module to the kernel and
it register one function using request irq(), to be able to notify when the user
make an interact with the hardware and handle the originated interrupts and
the interruption, normally it carry the name of the module loaded in the kernel.

The /proc/interrupts file provides information about the interrupts functions
names of the system as well as the drivers interruptions functions. The Fig. 2
shows a part of how the file provides the information, highlighting the interrupts
names, is necessary determine which interruptions correspond to the touchscreen
as the names are not clear in a first view.

With the /system/build.prop file and the Google Git webpage [9] is possible
determine and find the system kernel and then the driver source code. So as to
determine the driver used by the system we compare the name of each driver in
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Fig. 2. Some system interrupts, marked in red their names. (Color figure online)

the specific kernel in the Google Git with the name of each interruption, but in
our case it is not possible perform a relation because neither interrupts names
match with the name of the drivers names in the Google Git. So it was not
possible decide which driver is used by our system and explore its source code in
order to find if a malware could be getting information about the keys pressed.
As the driver could not be determined, the decision taken is to explore the first
contacts in the user space with the touchscreen. The volatile memory is the first
contact that has the process of the keyboard and it is one of the elements in
the user space that interact with the touchscreen, so is made an exploration of
the volatile memory because possibly it store the keys pressed. Using the adb
tool information about the processes executed in the system is got. When the
keyboard is being executed, is showed which process ID (PID) correspond to
it and its package name, in our case is com.google.android.inputmethod.latin.
Knowing the PID we can search the directory and files and analyze them.

At the process directory there are several files related with the executed
process, maps file provides information about the memory section assigned to
the process, mem file provides information about memory held by this process,
status provides information about the memory and about the process, like the
name, PID and so on.
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Since the /proc/PID/maps file provides which memory sectores are assigned
to the process, can be made a dump data on this sectors of memory using the
mem file. Considering that in the file /proc/PID/status provides the name of the
keyboard process and the PID assigned to it, can be made a scanning of each proc
directory and read the status file in order to found which of them corresponds to
the keyboard and make a memory dump. A tool is developed in order to make
the memory dump to the keyboard process for search the keys pressed stored in
the memory, the flowchart 1 describe how the tool works. However the results
show that there are not a plain text in the memory about the keys we press
in the keyboard. Continuing in the user space and considering that also when
the driver is loaded into the kernel, it calls the function input register device()
because it needs to indicate the creation of the file /dev/input/eventX (where X
is only an integer) that corresponds to the physical device. Is determined which
eventX file corresponds to the touchscreen exploring the system, for analyze this
file and determine if it can have information about the keys pressed.

The file corresponding to the touchscreen is the event1, the /proc/bus/input/
devices file provides this information. Trying to read the event1 file we notice
that it always is empty and only when an event occurs it has information but
only for one instant. The Fig. 4 shows a hexadecimal representation of the data
when the touchscreen is pressed, that is when the event occurs.

When an interrupt occurs the kernel needs to process it and with dif-
ferent functions in the include/linux/input.h, for instance input event(...),
input report abs(...) and so on, the data is put in a standard format in the
/dev/input/eventX file in order to be accessed by the user space.

The include/linux/input.h provides information about the event standard
format, it is a struct and has the next variables: time stamp, type, code and
value [8], the Fig. 3 shows the code. Also include/linux/input.h file provides
information about the meaning of each types and code values.

Fig. 3. Standard event format.

The hexadecimal data in Fig. 4 needs to be read from right to left for each
hexadecimal value so as to understand them. The blue square are the values,
for instance, the first value is 0000008f, the green square are the codes, where
according to /include/linux/input.h the 0039 is the ABS MT TRACKING ID
which indicates the ID of the touch realized in that moment, the 0035 is the
ABS MT POSITION X which indicates the x coordinate of the touch, the 0036
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is the ABS MT POSITION Y which indicates the y coordinate of the touch,
the 003a is the ABS MT PRESSURE which indicates the pressure of the touch
and 0000 is the SYN REPORT which indicates the end of the report. The red
square are the events type, where according to /include/linux/input.h the 0003
means EV ABS which indicates a touchscreen absolute event, and 0000 means
EV SYN which indicates a synchronize event. And finally the orange square
indicates the timestamp.

Fig. 4. Reading the /dev/input/eventX file with the hexdump command. Timestamps
(orange square), events type (red square), codes (green square) and the values (blue
square). (Color figure online)

With the command getevent -l the above interpretation in accord with the
input.h documentation can be verify to be sure that the exploration was correct.
This can be check with the Figs. 4 and 5.

Fig. 5. Information showed with the getevent command. Events type (red square),
codes (green square) and the values (blue square). (Color figure online)

A tool is made to experiment with this file with the purpose of get the
information mentioned, because the file provides information about coordinates
of the touches and can be used to determine if a key was pressed. The tool open
the file /dev/input/event1, and knowing the struct format, a same buffer struct
needs to be indicate and the data can be acceded by specifying the elements in
the struct in order to get the same data on the /dev/input/event1 file. The Fig. 6
shows how the software is able to take the event, key and value parameters. Due
that in this file are given the coordinates, it could be used in order to make a
keylogger, handling the data so as to get keys pressed.

Determine which touchscreen driver correspond to the device could be dif-
ficult because depends of different factors like the device itself and the kernel
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Fig. 6. Extracting data from the /dev/input/eventX file.

version, so it is difficult to be able to get information about the keys pressed
as it difficult identify the current driver. Modify the kernel would allow to get
information from the touchscreen’s physical file and make it available to any
app, like adding instructions to create a copy file without restriction permis-
sions of the physical device file or even could be added a module in order to
get data from the physical device file and put it in another file available to the
apps, this options also depends in different factors like a device rooted, option
module add enabled and user interaction. Getting information from the volatile
memory also seems difficult for a malware, first because the malware needs get
administrator privileges and second the data here is dynamic and the memory
assigned to one process has a lot of data, make a software able to interpret this
data and match some of these data with some specific characteristics and then
get information will take a lot of resources and a malware doing this would make
it simple to detect. However looks like that is possible extract information in the
touchscreen’s physical file only getting administrator privileges path due this has
information about the touches coordinates.

Since there is a data flow to process the touches in the touchscreen is possible
extract data about that touches, until the moment from one point, to maybe
extract sensitive user information.

As we now have covered the kernel and a little the user space, the next is
analyze the functions with a relation with the touchscreen and the keys pressed
like EventHub, InputReader, InputDispatcher and so on.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

With the exploratory methodology is possible find points in the system where
information about the keys pressed could be extracted, and making some experi-
ments like examine and handling the data could be determined if the information
has a relation with the keys pressed. This work shows that is possible get some
information about the key pressed outside the Android application layer using
the touchscreen physical file, and still without covering the full touchscreen’s
data flow, thus is possible that a malware is able to obtain information about
the keys pressed without implement a third-part keyboard in Android.

For future work we are going to implement a tool that handle the data
obtained from the eventX file in order to determine if is possible get user private
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information, we are going to analyze if is possible make some kernel modifica-
tions to provoke a information leak. Also we are going to continue analyzing the
different functions related with the data flow and try to decide if there are points
of information leak.
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